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Abstract- The purpose of this study is to explore the evolving
technology and systems to find a low cost, efficient and
portable solution for hard disk drive forensic imaging.Hard
Disk Drive Imaging is one of the most frequently used forensic
process which finds its application in both traditional as well
as digital crimes and has found massive implementation in
detecting cyber-crime incidents leading to cyber warfare. An
empirical research was conducted using combination of
hardware’s like Intel NUC, Raspberry Pi 3 Model B, Custom
Forensic Workstation (CFW), write blockers etc. and
software’s like ENCASE and FTK imager to do forensic
imaging using multiple hard drives. A comparative analysis of
the imaging process using same identical media over various
platforms was done.The research shows that Raspberry Pi 3
Model B is a cost effective solution when a small device is to
be imaged. Intel NUC with its i3 processor performs better
than custom forensic work station with i7 processor when
imaging using FTK Imager. The process of imaging involves
many intricacies in order to prove the authenticity of evidence
in a court of law. Problem in this regard arose when imaging
was done using FTK on Linux and analyzed using ENCASE.
The format generated on Linux and that recognized by
ENCASE is different. The integrity of evidence is thus put to
question. It was observed that not all components of each
system are needed consecutively for the task of imaging.
Consequently if a system is assembled with necessary
components, it can help in further reducing the cost
drastically.
Keywords- forensics, hard disk drive imaging, digital crimes,
cyber warfare, authenticity

is to collect digital evidence. The major set-back suffered by
the team is the difficulty in portability of the forensic tools and
devices. Moreover, the forensic acquisition and imaging tools
today cost lakhs of rupees. This is the reason police force in
limited areas only is equipped with such tools. The major
motivation behind this research was to find a combination of
hardware and software to perform hard disk imaging that is
both light on pocket and allows easy mobility without
compromising on efficiency. The advent of Single Board
Computers (SBC) with ARM processors has made this
possible to an extent. At the time of research, author came
across other papers where a study has been conducted to test
efficiency of imaging using SBCwith ARM Processors. This
paper is a compilation of researchers own findings along with
a comparative analysis with the paper, “Low budget Forensics
Drive Imaging Using ARM Based Single Board Computer.”
[1]
Understanding SBC
Single Board Computers or SBC are computer
systems designed on a single board of circuit which have
revolutionized the digital world. A single board computer
contains the microprocessor, storage and memory, as well as
other necessary components, in a single circuit board.i Over
the years the SBC have become more sophisticated with their
intricately designed circuits thus reducing their over-all costs.
SBC while offering the usual functionality such as USB ports,
Ethernet, on board support for disk drives etc., have certain
limitations when compared to a conventional system. Some of
the well-known SBC available in the market right now are
Raspberry Pi, Orange Pi, and Odroid etc.

I. INTRODUCTION
Why DCFLDD over DC3DD
Forensic Analysis is a developing domain finding its
ground in a nation like India. Today electronic evidence has
more to divulge in the course of investigations than traditional
evidence. However, proving the authenticity and integrity of
this evidence in the court of law is a challenging process.
Forensic analysis is a process requiring hefty tools. Currently
the law enforcement is using tools like TD3 and FTK imager
for imaging hard disks. The task force visiting a crime scene
comprises of a dedicated forensic investigator whose only task
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The US Department of Homeland Security in its
report of testing dcdldd command states,
“DCFLDD is an enhanced version of GNU dd with features
useful for forensics and security. Based on the dd program
found in the GNU Coreutils package, dcfldd has the following
additional features: hashing on-the-fly, status output, flexible
disk wipes, image/wipe verify, multiple outputs, split output
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and piped output and logs. DCFLDD was tested only for its
disk imaging capabilities and, except for the following
anomaly the tool acquired the test media completely and
accurately.
i.

ii.

When a drive with faulty sectors was imaged the tool
failed to completely acquire all readable sectors near
the location of the faulty sectors. Readable sectors
that were near faulty sectors on the source drive were
not acquired. The tool wrote zeros to the target drive
in place of these sectors.
When a drive with faulty sectors was imaged the data
cloned to the target drive became misaligned after
faulty sectors were encountered on the source drive.
The size of the offset or misalignment between the
data on the source and target drives grew as more
faulty sectors were encountered on the source.”[2]

Irrespective of above stated drawbacks, DCFLDD
supports more hashing algorithms than dc3dd which allows
the user greater control over how hashes are displayed. This
enables us to expand the scope of authentication which is a
mandate when producing an image as evidence in the court of
law.
1.3 Difference between DD and E01 Format
The process of imaging hard drive yields result in
two format, DD and E01. An elementary question before
everyone is, which format one should prefer. Thus
understanding the difference between two is of paramount
importance. Both E01 and DD are formats of images created
on bit to bit copy of hard disk drive. E01 format has primarily
got two advantages over DD format, firstly, its ability to create
a compressed image of the disk; secondly, it also gives a
metadata of the image. DD on other hand is a raw disk image,
which is an exact copy of the original disk occupying same or
more space and giving no metadata along. The DME
Forensics Blog [2] shows via an experiment that this should
not be the sole reason why one should go for E01.
Experiments show that on imaging using AccessData’s FTK
Imager an entirely located 500 GB 7200 RPM Western Digital
SATA hard drive in an un-segmented E01 format using the
default compression setting (“6”), the process took about 1
hour and 27 minutes. This resulting image file was
approximately 434 GB and 7% compressed, thus saving about
32 GB. When the same was done in a DD format the process
took approximately 1 hour 24 minutes. There is no substantial
difference in time taken for imaging. Nevertheless, when an
attempt was made to search an ASCII value in both format,
the E01 format took 1 hour 53 minutes while the DD format
took 1 hour 6 minutes.
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Thus the choice of format depends on what one wants
to do after the imaging process. ENCASE reads E01 format.
Thus if one wishes to analyze the image using ENCASE or
perform several searches on it, E01 is the preferred format.
The format created by Linux is DD which cannot be verified
in ENCASE. In case one wishes to investigate images using
standard Linux tools or third party tools, they may prefer DD
format. This is not an efficient process in case when image
created is large.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
2.1 Hardware Requirement
To make the process of imaging light and portable
the author has used SBC with ARM Processor. For the
research, Raspberry Pi 3 is used, Model B is the latest and
cheapest Single Board Computer (SBC) as of date. Apart from
that, Intel NUC 5i3RYH and a Custom Forensic Workstation
(CFW) hasbeen compiled in research lab. The NUC came with
an inbuilt 8GB RAM. Additional 8GB RAM is attached to it
so as to improvise its performance. Analysis of the speed of
imaging hard disk was then performed on different systems
(Table 1).
Table 1. Hardware specifications

Additional accessories used in the process were as follows:
Write Blocker: CoolGear USB 3.0 Hardware Write Blocker
with IDE/SATA adapters, hardware write block switches and
external power supply
Pendrives: 8 GB Toshiba PenDrive, 32 GB Sandisk Pen
Drive
Hard Disks: 320 GB 3.5” SATA III Seagate Hard disk, 500
GB 3.5” SATA III Western Digital Hard disk
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2.2 Software Requirements
The CFW was used to run Windows 10 Pro and FTK
Imager. FTK Imager 3.2.0 was downloaded from Access
Data’s website [2]. FTK Imager offers a user friendly interface
and creates an image of the disk in e01 format and also
generates a hash (md5 and SHA1) of the disk. Encase version
8.05 was used for the analysis of disk images. The hash
generated by the FTK imager is verified by Encase which
helps ensure integrity of the entire process.Kali Linux Version
2017.1 (ARM version) [2] was downloaded from website of
offensive security for running on Raspberry Pi 3 Model B
while Kali Linux Version 2017[2] was downloaded for Intel
NUC. For both the systems, the Source was a 320 GB 3.5”
SATA III Seagate Hard Disk and destination was 500 GB 3.5”
SATA III Western Digital Hard Disk. The hard disks were
connected via Cool Gear Write Blocker to USB 2.0 in the case
of Raspberry Pi3 and USB 3.0 in the case of Intel
NUC(Appendix A Figures 3 and 5)(Table 3).
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10 64 bit, 1 x USB 3.0 and 2 x USB 2.0 ports). The Raspberry
Pi barely passed speeds of 10 Mb/sec and slowed to speed of
1.5 Mb/sec. The Odroid XU4 occasionally reached 20 Mb/sec
but then slowed down to 10 Mb/sec while the windows laptop
went up to 60 Mb/sec also. In the current study, when a USB
drive was imaged to another attached USB drive, the average
speed over Raspberry Pi 3 Model B was 9.75 Mb/sec. which is
way more than what was observed by Olson and Shashidhar
using Raspberry Pi 2 which went as low as 1.5 Mb/sec. The
average speed on our CFW setup was 14.45Mb/sec. The same
experiment on NUC gave a speed of 15.14 Mb/sec which to
my surprise even surpasses the CFW despite its i3 processor
compared to latters i7 processor.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Speed of imaging a 320 GB hard disk onto a 500 GB
Hard Disk with configurations as stated above on different
workstations was as follows (Appendix A, Table 3 and Figure
4):

Figure 1. Bar graph showing imaging speed

Table 2. Imaging speed over various platform

Figure 2. Difference in imaging speed using FTK Imager over
NUC and custom forensic workstation
3.1 Comparative Analysis of Performance

3.2 Comparative Analysis of Price

Analysis of the experiment showed that when similar
storage media is used for the process of imaging over various
platforms, the custom workstation processed at a speed of
41.06 Mb/sec while the NUC with its i3 processor was not far
behind at 34.4 Mb/sec. However, the Raspberry Pi3, which
was the major focus of the research processed at a speed of
3.47 Mb/sec, which is approximately 10 times slower than
NUC and 12 times slower than the custom work station.In of
the leading paper by Olson and Shashidhar (2016), similar
research was carried on by imaging USB drive to another
attached USB drive using Raspberry Pi 2, Odroid XU4 and
Windows Laptop (Intel (R) Core i5-4200U CPU @ 1.60 GHz
2.30 GHz, 6 GB RAM, 500 GB SATA II hard drive, Windows

The Kali for ARM Processor is available free of cost.
So the total price of the entire setup is Rs. 2864. Kali and FTK
Imager is also available free of cost for NUC running i3
processor, which can be easily downloaded from offensive
security and Access Data’s website respectively (Appendix A
Tables 4 and 5)
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The customized forensic work station cost
approximately Rs.1, 10, 000,which by default puts it out of the
low budget bracket. The only reason why it was made a part of
the research was to collate and compare the efficiency with
other devices.
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IV. CONCLUSION
The series of experiments performed and
observations made during research help me culminate that
when looking for an ultra-low cost setup Raspberry Pi 3
Model is a go to one if the device to be imaged is not a heavy
storage device. Raspberry Pi 3 is not far behind NUC or
Windows in this scenario and is a perfect solution when only
DD image is needed. Organizations in such scheme can make
their SOP circumscribing DD, justifying its use. Subsequent
conversion of DD to E01 does not work out owing to the
enormous time of conversion, which is more than the imaging
time and hash which cannot be verified. However, when price
is not such an issue, one should definitely choose NUC which
is affordable and whose result are way better than Raspberry
Pi 3. The Kali OS for ARM and otherwise and FTK Imager is
available free of cost. To my surprise, the performance of
NUC with i3 processor and 16 GB RAM, surpassed the CFW
with i7 processor and 32 GB RAM. NUC with Kali Linux
2017.1 and FTK imager gave unparalleled speed of 31.03
Mb/sec. Moreover, NUC is equally portable, reliable and way
more efficient irrespective of the size of storage media to be
imaged. Thus it would not be inappropriate to conclude that
while SBC continue to augment, NUC has stupendous scope
in the future of forensics.
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Figure 4. Imaging process has started

Figure 5. Output for fdisk –l
Table 3. Table of parametersi

Figure 3. Log file generated by FTK imager
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Table 4. Comparison of price for setting up raspberry pi 3
workstation

Table 5. Comparison of price for setting up NUC workstation
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